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When Despina had gone inside Donatella fetched the broom from the shed near the steps leading 
down to the cellar. 

 “Instead you could find me a flower.” Signor Stradella proved he was a master of near misses as 
well as melody. “A return is a sort of encore and needs ornamento.” 

 He had grown taller until Donatella realized it was the styling of his wig, the straight length of his 
blue velvet coat and buttoned vest, his legs posed in barely a glimpse of tasseled breeches but mostly 
unwrinkled hose of burnished gold, daring heels on his shoes. His positioning with one hand on his hip 
and the other in mid-air made him look like a funzionario claiming importance, but his pronouncement 
was a smile anyone would easily agree to. 

 “So what do you think?” he saw her choice before she made it. “Ah. Perfetto. The colore of the 
heart.” 

 His ballooning sleeves twisted an azalea cluster into an also cumbersome cravat. All that creamy 
lace cascading down his breast accented by the bursting red of his heart was so pretentious she quietly 
laughed. He did too, showing his teeth as he probably wouldn’t in the company he was returning to, 
although there was a sense he didn’t intend to live longer with them in mind. Or maybe it was just the 
truth when he said, “Così, there’s no cause to flatter you.” 

 She was offended and relieved, all further exchanges between them decided. He moved through 
the garden with the flirtatious restlessness of a butterfly. 

 “This is quaint. I must look ridiculous.” He turned back, his shoulders lifting with the hope in his 
voice. That she wouldn’t agree? 

 She tried to follow him without seeming overly forward. “Well, it’s been some time since a 
gentleman walked here.” 

 “I hope I haven’t broken a spell. But what of Garibaldi?” 

 “He’s mostly an absent landlord.”  

 “Until he imposes a fuggitivo onto you.” 

 “No, I see it,” she chose her words carefully, “as a privilege.” 

 “Ah,” his modesty was less practiced than hers, “this constant tidying. Ancora, your aunt’s wishes?” 

 “Well, yes.” 

 “And yours?” He frowned like a child looking for another with which to misbehave. “You take care 
of this?” 

 “We’re also tenants.” 

 “I know. You should see the gardens of the nobiltà.” 

 It was too soon to contradict his assumptions. 

 “They weep and tumble, propose and abandon, rising and falling in steps and sidesteps, plucking 
strings, sounding horns and peacocks, sweeping eyes and souls to the sea.” 

 She found herself believing the sky was carrying accolades from God, refraining from gathering 
them up and offering them to him as he was ready to leave that insignificant stage. 

 “Golone! Am I late? I told you not to let me be late.” 
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 His servant stood in the conservatory entrance wiping his mouth with his sleeve. “I was hungry.” 

 “Not merely the kitchen inviting.” 

 Donatella noticed Nubesta standing behind him and that Golone wasn’t bad-looking, round faced 
and deep eyed with dimples in his cheeks. 

 “After all, Maestro, I haven’t appearances to keep.” 

 “Then I might do without you?” 

 “Well, you might. But that would be refusing a gift.” 

 “I’ve had more pleasing ones.” 

 “And more dangerous.” 

 “So, though always late, with you I’m safe?” 

 It was obviously a banter they were used to without feeling any insult. Signor Stradella did show 
impatience for Golone to abandon Nubesta and brush his wig and coat. Donatella’s hand was wiser than 
her disappointment when he didn’t acknowledge what was resisted. He couldn’t avoid Despina 
wondering what time he would be back, Golone laughing and following his answer of rushing out. 

 “He’ll soon be in trouble again.”  

Donatella had nothing to say about Signor Stradella until she sat with Nonna, only admitting she had 
watched him turn towards Genoa’s piece of the sea. Her grandmother decided his destination was the 
Casa Doria or the Palazzo Ducale, the royal couple giving a dinner or ball in his honor, for a few hours 
allowing his music and celebrity to reign. So they would have the satisfaction of seeing him approved 
and improved under their influence, his most noted performances for public pleasure, whispers to the 
contrary never reaching their ears. 

 And Nonna—how did she know what there was no one to tell her of? She smiled with her own 
memories of entertaining such patronizing circles, eventually falling asleep breathing nasally. 

 Donatella adjusted the bed’s pillows so Nonna’s chin didn’t fall against her chest, and shooed the 
cats away from the nightstand and a cup of milk otherwise barely touched. Sitting in the chair by the 
window she caught a breath from the bay through the side of the curtains, Caprice and Bianchi with 
nowhere to go but her lap and at her feet until the rug by the unlit hearth was a more settling choice. 
She wondered what it was like to walk into the ambivalent heart of the city, through its tangle of 
carruggi, risking life itself for the sudden fantasy of a buttery yellow and rose confection pillared and 
layered to replicate a doge’s palace. Of course its façade was a cheap trick of art; not for everyone to 
taste the richness of its interior. Donatella also had Nonna’s word on the easy swing of silk skirts over 
caramelized floors and the slide of a singer’s hands along swirling balustrades, slowly but surely stepping 
up to the decadence of crystallized candles and golden glazed ancestors. So this approach was all 
dessert, culminating in pale chocolate and mint and creamy nougats carved out of truth and myth, no 
necessity of it until tasted, and then an endless craving. 

Donatella didn’t have quill and ink at hand or want to disturb the cats, but still could imagine Signor 
Stradella quite delicious himself in fashionable dress and closed smile, hardly discouraging a standing 
ovation just for the performance of his return. Which was icing on the cake of being so grandly 
welcomed rather than stewing in prison or rotting in a grave or worse still with no flavor at all. As he 
made his way to the marble dais, greetings reached out in hope of his reformation, the men behind viola 
and lute rising as excited as any lovers to have him back. His arms opened, waving the singer forward 
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and kissing her hand, whether or not a goddess, showing her off like one. Until he flipped back his coat 
to sit at the white and gold harpsichord, taking his time, bowing his head, bending his arms and 
positioning his fingers. He created silence as much as sound, in commissioned confessions, no man more 
desirable in appearance even as he mocked adulation, making beautiful music and mischief. For him it 
was all about persuasion, the choice of ruin or uncertain victory with the call to arms always a 
possibility. Of course it might be argued the words weren’t his but even a goddess should be grateful for 
the power he gave her, syllabic composition collaborating with her vocal illustration, the motion of 
originality freeing her from the stiffness of recital. Otherwise she would be like the mythical statues 
around that room, decoration without any kind of presence. 

 “Sing, Stradella, sing,” they shouted, although he certainly wasn’t a castrato and the soprano was 
prepared for an encore. 

 He deferred to her, bringing her forward and begging her to perform again but she left the stage 
with grace if little dignity. 

 “Sing!” 

 Refusal was still an option, but he remembered to be favored and looked for the prince or princess, 
the latter making the most of the opportunity and her jewels by lifting her hands as if offering alms. He 
nodded, bending towards the other musicians and facing his future of obliging not only for bread and 
butter but also the occasional dessert. 


